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The band offsets at polar heterointerfaces that consist of group III-V zinc-blende semiconductors are in-
vestigated by first-principles modeling using the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof hybrid functional. Since the band
alignment for such polar heterointerfaces and their constituent polar surfaces has not been fully elucidated and a
reliable computational setup remains lacking, we propose in this paper the application of pseudo-H passivation in
combination with the supercell approach adopting slab models. The pseudo-H passivation is shown to be a valid
computational setup that quenches the macroscopic electric field generated by polar slab surfaces and stabilizes
the electrostatic potential profile normal to the surfaces, and more consequentially, across the polar interface in
the slab. This is essential to an accurate evaluation of the band offset at a polar interface using the supercell
approach. The interfaces made of the polar (100) or (111) surfaces of AlP, AlAs, GaP, GaAs, InP, and InAs are
studied. The predicted valence-band offsets are in good agreement with available experimental results. The offset
values of most interfaces show weak dependence on their local chemical compositions, which is attributed to the
formation of nearly complete interfacial chemical bonding.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.7.084602

I. INTRODUCTION

The design of state-of-art electronic devices enormously
depends on the band positions of the constituent semicon-
ductors/insulators forming interfaces or surfaces [1–3] as well
as their band alignment with other device components [4,5],
such as metallic electrodes. In particular, the surface band
alignment is rather dependent on the surface dipole controlled
by the surface structure and composition [6–8]. The interfacial
geometry and chemistry are also critical to determining the
band offsets at heterojunctions [2–4,8,9]. Therefore, a better
understanding of the dipole contribution to device interfaces
and surfaces should be achieved to fully control and design
their relative band positions.

A variety of computational setups adopting first-principles
calculations have been proposed to predict the band offsets
at different heterojunctions. Examples of such setups are
the approximation made using the branch-point energies of
the band structures obtained in bulk calculations [4,10–12],
the approximation made according to point-defect transition
levels [13–15], the representation obtained using the band
edges at the surfaces of interest, i.e., the valence-band maxi-
mum (VBM) and the conduction-band minimum (CBM) with
respect to the vacuum level [16–20], and the direct modeling
of a certain heterointerface [8,9,21–23].

The energy difference between the vacuum level and the
VBM is referred to as the ionization potential (IP) and that
between the vacuum level and the CBM is the electron affinity
(EA). These quantities serve as reasonable estimations of the
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band offsets at heterojunctions when the change in interfacial
dipole contribution is insignificant compared with those at
separated surfaces [8,9]. A representative example of this is
a certain heterointerface that consists of nonpolar surfaces
of isostructural materials with similar lattice parameters and
chemical compositions [9,23], in which the interfacial dipole
is well quenched by the negligible discontinuity in the atomic
arrangement and the chemical bonding across the interface.

When the impact of the interfacial dipole is large, the
direct modeling of the interface becomes indispensable [1,4].
However, the dislocations due to lattice mismatches and the
incoherent atomic geometries commonly observed for hetero-
junctions significantly increase the complexity of modeling
such interfaces using atomistic simulations including first-
principles calculations, in which complex interface structures
are either not transferable to the supercell approach under
three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) or
too refractory as a huge supercell size can hardly be avoided
[24–26]. In contrast, modeling the interfaces with coherent
atomic geometries is a convenient and efficient computational
setup to study interfacial band offsets, in which similar lattice
structures are matched and fitted into the same in-plane lattice
parameter (ILP). Such a setup is particularly effective for ex-
perimentally observed coherent interfaces, where an epitaxial
thin film below its critical thickness is strained on a substrate
to achieve a common ILP [27]. This is also known as the
“strained” band offset, although further corrections are needed
to extract the “natural” band offsets that represent more com-
monly seen semicoherent and incoherent interfaces where
the constituent crystals take their natural (unstrained) ILPs.
These corrections usually involve the deformation potentials
[22,28–30] or surface calculations to take into consideration
the differences in EA and IP between an unstrained crystal
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and that strained to a different ILP [8,9,17]. These works
have provided useful insights into band offset calculations,
but little has been discussed on polar heterointerfaces or their
significant interfacial dipole contributions. Wadehra et al. [31]
and Steiner et al. [32], adopting the superlattice approach,
have investigated the strained band offsets at selected po-
lar interfaces with negligible ILP mismatches (0.1–0.2%).
Nevertheless, little is known if the superlattice approach is
applicable to more commonly seen natural band offsets at
interfaces with relatively larger ILP mismatches. Therefore,
a more generalized computational scheme to investigate both
the interface with a significant dipole contribution and its
constituent polar surfaces is needed to obtain the natural band
offset.

The modeling of polar surfaces and interfaces with strong
dipole contributions has been a long-standing technical dif-
ficulty for first-principles calculations. The major issue lies
in the formation of charged surfaces that are usually poorly
described using the slab models within the supercell approach.
This is due to the conflict between the long-ranged elec-
trostatic interaction and the relatively small supercell used
under the PBC scheme [33–36]. In addition, a macroscopic
electric field forms when using a stoichiometric slab model
for a compound, where two polar surfaces deviate from the
stoichiometry in opposite directions, resulting in positive
or negative surface charges [36–39]. Various compensation
mechanisms for the macroscopic electric field have been pro-
posed, among which those applicable to slab surfaces can be
summarized into two major categories. The first well-known
mechanism uses ionic transfer, in which atoms from one sur-
face of the slab are relocated to the other, forming adatoms and
vacancies that partially cancel out the macroscopic electric
field. This mechanism has been proven effective by various
studies, especially on surface reconstruction and reactivity
[35,40]. The counter dipole generated by relocating atoms
cannot, however, ideally reduce the macroscopic electric field
to zero except for special crystal and surface geometries; thus,
applying a finite electric field to the supercell is usually nec-
essary to remove the residual electric field [36,41]. This finite
electric field together with the complexity in predicting the
reconstructed surfaces with adatoms or vacancies has made
this mechanism less transferable to the objective of calculat-
ing interfacial band offsets, as the computational setup can
hardly hold from surface to interface calculations. A special
case of the first mechanism ideally forms a nonpolar surface
[19,42], which is usually categorized as one of Tasker’s type-3
surfaces [43] but particularly follows the type-C arrange-
ment defined by Hinuma et al. [39]. Therefore, such type-C
facet geometries also depend on a successful prediction of
the reconstructed surfaces. The second mechanism aims to
prevent surface charge transfer through proper surface passi-
vation so that the constructed slab amounts to a semi-infinite
bulk system [44–46] that quenches the macroscopic electric
field. Proper passivation and slab thickness help eliminate
the impact of the passivated surface and allow for a more
detailed study on the surface of interest (the free surface
without passivation), such as the surface dangling bonds. A
proper passivation treatment stabilizes the electrostatic po-
tential along the thickness of the slab as well as that across
the vacuum region from the perspective of first-principles

calculations under the PBC scheme [46]. Thus, the passiva-
tion mechanism well fits our objective to investigate the band
offsets at polar interfaces.

Since a well-established modeling method is still needed
to evaluate the band offsets at polar interfaces and the impact
of the interfacial dipole is not yet fully understood, we will
present in this paper a computational scheme, utilizing slab
surface passivation in combination with the first-principles
technique, to investigate the band offsets at polar heteroint-
erfaces. Band offset calculations for typical polar interfaces
between group III-V zinc-blende (ZB) semiconductors, in-
cluding AlP, AlAs, GaP, GaAs, InP, and InAs, are carried out
to validate this computational scheme. In addition to the well-
studied nonpolar (110) interfaces [8,22] and lattice-matched
polar (100) interfaces [31,32], insights into more generalized
polar (100) and (111) interfaces will be provided. Details of
the passivation mechanism, the derivation of the natural band
offset, and the first-principles calculations will be introduced
in Sec. II, Computational Methods. The results and especially
the validation of the passivation mechanism will then be given
and discussed. This paper will be ended with a summary and
an outlook for our future band offset calculations.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Passivation using pseudo-H atoms

The ZB phase features a fourfold-coordinated interpen-
etrating structure of cations and anions so that the atomic
planes in a polar orientation are composed of either only
cations or anions, examples of which are the (100) and (111)
atomic planes. Such an arrangement of the ions generates a
macroscopic electric field that stacks up with each pair of
cation and anion planes in a finite-sized system. Since the
ZB phase has no further spontaneous polarization [47], the
macroscopic dipole across the (100) atomic planes can be
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1(a), if a
slab with a finite thickness and polar surfaces is not well passi-
vated/stabilized, the electrostatic potential difference between
the two surfaces will increase with slab thickness, forming
the macroscopic electric field, and a dielectric breakdown
will be expected when the slab thickness exceeds a critical
value. Since the (100) surface of the ZB structure agrees with
Hinuma’s type-C definition [39], partial coverage is also a
theoretically feasible alternative to eliminate the macroscopic
electric field, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Figure 1(c) shows
the desired passivation scenario to mimic a semi-infinite bulk
system, in which the local surface dipoles still exist on the
nonpassivated surface, but the macroscopic electric field will
not stack up as the slab thickness increases, which is the
key to dipole compensation. Both mechanisms in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c) help stabilize the electrostatic potential. Figure 1(d)
further shows the application of the passivation mechanism to
a polar interface model, in which the local interfacial dipole
is preserved. In general, the passivation mechanism aims to
eliminate the macroscopic electric field while maintaining
the local interfacial or surface dipole contribution during the
modeling of the electronic structure.

To better explain the passivation mechanism in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d), it is further resolved into the passivation of dangling
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FIG. 1. Schematics of charge transfer and dipole contribution
between six alternating (100) planes of a ZB structure. Four dif-
ferent mechanisms are provided: (a) nonpassivated polar surfaces,
(b) stabilization using partial coverage, (c) the proposed surface
passivation, and (d) the proposed passivation for an interfacial offset
evaluation. Blue regions are cation planes, where each cation has a
formal charge of +σ ; purple regions are anion planes, where each
anion has a formal charge of −σ ; and pink regions represent the
passivation. Dark- and light-gray regions in (d) are corresponding
(100) +σ cation and −σ anion planes of another ZB semiconductor.
Each pair of black arrows in (a) represents dipoles generated by
counterions of ±σ at a distance of interplanar spacing. Regions
indicated by +σ/2 in (b) denote that half of the cations are removed
from original +σ planes, whose dipole contribution is thus reduced
by 50%, as indicated by one black arrow. Surface regions indicated
by +σ/2 in (c) and (d) have full coverage but contribute to dipoles
that are the same as half coverage because of the presence of partially
occupied dangling bonds. Dashed arrows in (c) and (d) are compen-
sating dipoles due to the passivation and indicate ideally the same
dipole contribution as the solid arrows in black. The red arrow in (d)
illustrates the local interfacial dipole and the gray arrows are dipoles
in the second semiconductor that correspond to the black arrows
in the first semiconductor. Corresponding profiles of valence bands
(VB) and conduction bands (CB) of each case are schematically
provided.

bonds following the electron-counting (EC) rule [48]. The
passivation mechanism explained with the EC dangling bonds
does not conflict with the uncompensated dipoles [46]. In
other words, the local dipole due to passivation as denoted
by the dashed arrow in Fig. 1(c) may not necessarily cancel
out its counter local dipole, but the passivation is still valid
since the macroscopic electric field does not stack up despite
the presence of the local dipoles.

In the ZB crystal, each ion contributes to four identical
bonds that form repeating tetrahedral structures. According
to the EC rule, each of these four bonds is saturated by two
electrons: σ/4 from the cation and 2 − σ/4 from the anion.
Thus, the (100) surface terminated by twofold-coordinated
anions (anion-t) can be passivated by a pair of pseudo-H
(ps-H) atoms, each with a valence charge of σ/4 (also known
as Hσ/4), and the twofold-coordinated cation-terminated
(cation-t) surface can be passivated by a pair of 2 − σ/4
ps-H atoms (H2−σ/4). These correspond with the illustration
in Fig. 1(c). Similarly, the threefold-coordinated ions on the
(111) surfaces can be passivated by one ps-H atom. The
(111) surfaces terminated by onefold-coordinated ions are not
considered in this work. This mechanism also applies to the
dangling bonds on nonpolar surfaces. Schematics of these
passivated surfaces are provided in Supplemental Material,
Fig. S1 [49].

B. Band alignments: IP, EA, and the natural
interfacial band offset

IP is defined as the difference between the vacuum level
and the VBM. The VBM offset at an interface can be ap-
proximated by the difference between the negative values of
the IPs of the constituent phases, especially when the in-
terfacial dipole contribution agrees well with the difference
between the dipole contributions by the constituent surfaces.
The IP can be derived by aligning the electrostatic poten-
tial of the surface model with its corresponding bulk model
[20,50]. Since the absolute position of the reference level in
an infinitely extending crystal is ill-defined [51], merely the
difference between the VBM and the reference level can be
obtained from the calculation of a bulk model as �εVBM−Ref .
The absolute position of the reference level εRef should be
determined from a surface calculation on a slab of the same
crystal, with respect to which the vacuum level can be cal-
culated: �εVac−Ref = εVac − εRef . Then, the IP is given by
Eq. (1) that follows. Similarly, the EA can be obtained by
Eq. (2) using the corresponding CBM:

εIP = �εVac−Ref − �εVBM−Ref, (1)

εEA = �εVac−Ref − �εCBM−Ref. (2)

In a practical surface calculation, the reference level εRef was
taken from the stabilized electrostatic potential of the bulklike
region of the slab, whereas εVac was taken from the stabilized
electrostatic potential of the vacuum region. The stabilized
electrostatic potential was determined by computing its planar
average perpendicular to the slab thickness and the converged
macroscopic average of the planar-averaged electrostatic po-
tential was obtained for εRef and εVac.

To derive the natural band offset at a heterointerface, the
natural ILP difference between the constituent phases A and
B needs to be considered. The interfacial dipole effect is
typically estimated at a specific ILP = X using a coherent
interface model. X thus denotes the ILP of the supercell
that contains the interface. The contribution of the interfa-
cial dipole is included by computing the difference between
the reference levels of the interfaced phases A and B, both
biaxially strained to an interfacial ILP = X , and is denoted
as �εA−B

Ref,X . The contributions associated with the difference
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between ILP = X and ILP = A or B can be estimated using
the deformation potentials [22,28–30] or band positions of
surface models [8,9,17] with different ILPs. We take the latter
approach in this study. Accordingly, the natural valence-band
offset �εA−B,nat

VBM is given in Eq. (3). The uppercase A, B, or X
in the subscript of any term in Eq. (3) indicates the ILP used
to calculate this very term:

�εA−B,nat
VBM

= (
�εA

VBM−Ref,A−�εA
Vac−Ref,A+�εA

Vac−Ref,X

)

+�εA−B
Ref,X −(

�εB
VBM−Ref,B − �εB

Vac−Ref,B + �εB
Vac−Ref,X

)
.

(3)

The change in reference level with respect to the vacuum level
due to varied ILPs is included by −�εA

Vac−Ref,A + �εA
Vac−Ref,X

and −�εB
Vac−Ref,B + �εB

Vac−Ref,X . Equation (3) thus requires
calculations on four surfaces, one interface, and two bulk
models. The choice of X is arbitrary with respect to the ILPs of
phases A and B [23]. Usually, X takes the average of the ILPs
of phases A and B, and it can be denoted as X = (A + B)/2.
However, to reduce the number of surface calculations, it
is also reasonable to use X = A or X = B for small lattice-
mismatch systems. The same setup is applicable to the CBM
offset as shown in Eq. (4):

�εA−B,nat
CBM

= (
�εA

CBM−Ref,A − �εA
Vac−Ref,A + �εA

Vac−Ref,X

)

+�εA−B
Ref,X −(

�εB
CBM−Ref,B−�εB

Vac−Ref,B + �εB
Vac−Ref,X

)
.

(4)

In this work, X = A was mainly used and X = (A + B)/2 was
considered for interfaces with an in-plane lattice mismatch of
more than 1%.

C. First-principles calculations

The calculations were performed using the projector
augmented-wave (PAW) method [52] as implemented in
the VASP code [53–56]. Under the generalized Kohn-Sham
scheme [57,58], the exchange-correlation functional was
approximated using the Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06)
hybrid functional [59–61]. A plane-wave energy cutoff of
400 eV was chosen. The electronic structure calculations
were carried out with a Gaussian smearing width of 0.05 eV.
Gamma-centered 7 × 7 × 7 k-point meshes were applied to
the primitive cells of ZB semiconductors. A similar in-plane
k-point density of 0.035 Å in each direction was used for
all other associated surface and interface calculations. The
atomic positions were optimized using the conjugate gradient
method with a tolerance of 0.01 eV/Å for all force residuals.
The PAW datasets included the valence states 3s and 3p with
a radial cutoff of 1.0 Å for Al; 4s, 4p, 3d , and 1.2 Å for Ga;
5s, 5p, 4d , and 1.3 Å for In; 3s, 3p, and 1.0 Å for P; and 4s,
4p, and 1.1 Å for As.

The supercells for surface calculations were constructed
using consecutive slabs separated by a vacuum region of 30 Å
under the PBC scheme. Each slab contained 12 ZB (111)
bilayers or 24 alternating (100) layers (both will be referred
to as 12 bilayers in later sections) of (1 × 1) unit cells as
shown in Fig. 2. The slab models were constructed using the

FIG. 2. Supercells for ZB (100) and (111) surface and in-
terface calculations. As illustrated by GaAs, dangling bonds on
the As-t surface are passivated by pairs of H0.75 atoms in (a)
for the free Ga-t (100) surface model and those on the Ga-t
surface by pairs of H1.25 in (b) for the free As-t (100) sur-
face model. A polar (100) interface model is given in (c). The
passivation of surface ions by a single ps-H atom is shown in
(d) and (e) for the free (111) surface models. The setup for polar
(111) interface calculations is given in (f). Spheres in blue are Ga
atoms and those in purple are As atoms. Pink spheres represent the
ps-H atoms. Spheres in gray stand for the second phase that forms an
interface with GaAs.

HSE06-calculated lattice parameters. It can be seen in Table I
that the HSE06 hybrid functional reasonably reproduces the
lattice parameters and band gaps of the chosen ZB semi-
conductors. Thus, adopting these HSE06 lattice parameters
in the following surface/interface calculations helped reduce
artificial in-plane strains that might affect the band gaps and
offsets. In addition, our previous study showed that HSE06
gave offset values close to the results of vertex-corrected GW
calculations on top of HSE06 for nonpolar (110) interfaces
between group III-V ZB semiconductors (∼0.1 eV or smaller
differences for five types of interfaces) [8].

Only one side of the slab was passivated using the ps-H
atoms as shown in Fig. 1(c). The charge of these ps-H atoms
depended on the valence charge of the passivated ions. For ex-
ample, H0.75 atoms passivated the As-t (111) surface of GaAs,
whereas the Ga-t surface was passivated by H1.25 atoms. For
a specific calculation of �εB

Vac−Ref,X with X = B, 6 (111) or
(100) bilayers adjacent to the ps-H atoms were fixed and the
other half of the slab was relaxed to optimize the surface
atomic structures. The artificial electric field in the vacuum
region was screened out by dipole correction [69]. When
calculating �εB

Vac−Ref,X with X �= B, phase B was strained
biaxially and only the outermost layer towards the ps-H atoms
was fixed so that slab thickness was optimized with respect to
a varied ILP. For simplicity, the cation termination is denoted
by Acat and the anion termination by Aan, so that phases A and
B form two opposite interfaces Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat. Note
that for (111) interfaces, only those consisting of surfaces
terminated by threefold-coordinated ions are considered in
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TABLE I. Theoretical lattice parameter a (Å) and band gap
Eg (eV) values obtained using the HSE06 hybrid functional, in
comparison with their corresponding experimental values. Effect of
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) on each band gap is considered as reported
in Ref. [18], in which the band gaps of AlP, GaP, InP, AlAs, GaAs,
and InAs decrease by 0.02, 0.03, 0.00, 0.11, 0.12, and 0.12 eV,
respectively. Uncorrected band gaps are shown in the parentheses.
Experimental lattice parameters and band gaps are collected from
Refs. [62–68]. Lattice constant ratios are also given with respect to
that of GaP.

Experimental Theoretical

a (Å) Eg (eV) a (Å) Ratio (%) Eg (eV)

GaP 5.451a 2.26g 5.456 2.23 (2.26)
AlP 5.463b 2.45g 5.471 100.2 2.26 (2.28)
GaAs 5.654c 1.52g 5.672 103.9 1.21 (1.33)
AlAs 5.661d 2.16g 5.676 104.0 1.99 (2.10)
InP 5.869e 1.42g 5.899 108.1 1.38 (1.38)
InAs 6.058f 0.42g 6.102 111.8 0.25 (0.37)

aReference [62].
bReference [63].
cReference [64].
dReference [65].
eReference [66].
fReference [67].
gReference [68] and references therein.

this work, where interfacial bonds are formed normal to the
(111) interfaces as illustrated in Fig. 2(f).

The interface calculations were carried out using a similar
setup to the surface calculations using a vacuum layer. Each
supercell consisted of either 9 ZB (111) bilayers of phase A
and another 9 (111) bilayers of phase B, or 9 (100) bilayers
of A and another 9 (100) bilayers of B. The outer surfaces
were separated by a vacuum region of 30 Å, which formed
a slab of 18 bilayers with either surface passivated as shown
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f). Both phases A and B were biaxially
strained to ILP = X . The ps-H atoms and the passivated out-
ermost layer were fixed. The difference in the reference levels
�εA−B

Ref,X was obtained across the interface of interest with
respect to the stabilized electrostatic potential of each phase.
In all these interface and surface calculations, the supercell
dimensions were unchanged.

The atomic structures were visualized by the VESTA pack-
age [70]. The electronic structures, i.e., the density of states
(DOS) and the electrostatic potentials, were visualized using
the PYMATGEN package [71].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic structures of the passivated slabs

As mentioned in the Introduction, a successful passiva-
tion fully eliminates the charge transfer from one surface
to the other across the slab and stabilizes the electrostatic
potential in the bulklike region of the slab. It is seen in Fig. 3
for the GaAs (111) surfaces that the macroscopic averages
of the electrostatic potentials converge to nearly constant in
both the slab and vacuum regions. The difference between
the vacuum level and the reference level �εVac−Ref is there-

FIG. 3. Electrostatic potentials plotted along the [111] direction
of GaAs (111) surface models. The As-t surface in (a) is passivated
with H0.75 atoms so that reference and vacuum levels are obtained,
whereas the Ga-t surface is passivated using H1.25 atoms in (b).
Corresponding atomic positions in the supercells that contain the
(111) bilayers and vacuum regions are also provided.

fore precisely defined for both cation-t and anion-t surfaces.
Clearly, �ε

GaAscat (111)
Vac−Ref,GaAs = 8.04 eV and �ε

GaAsan (111)
Vac−Ref,GaAs =

9.75 eV include the effects of different surface states and
local dipoles with respect to a specific termination. Another
significant feature of ps-H passivation is that these ps-H atoms
contribute to very localized states that are deep in the valence
band and only affect the passivated surface.

The electronic structures show that the surface states due to
unsaturated bonds are developed from the surface and decay
across 4–5 bilayers, whereas no deeper resonances are ob-
served (see Fig. S2 for details [49]). Therefore, considering
the alignment of electrostatic potentials used in this study,
a stabilized electrostatic potential across at least 3 bilayers
around the bulklike region of a slab is necessary to obtain
the macroscopic average, and a slab thickness of more than
8 (5+3) bilayers is needed for the proposed passivation
scheme. This agrees well with our choice of slab thickness
introduced in Sec. II C.

In Fig. 4(b) the nonpolar (110) surface is passivated by
both H0.75 and H1.25 atoms following the EC rule. The
12 (110) layers used contain the same number of atoms as the
12 (111) or (100) bilayers described in Sec. II C. All atoms
except for the 3 bilayers adjacent to the passivated surfaces
are relaxed, whereas other constraints to the supercell still
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FIG. 4. Electrostatic potentials along the [110] direction of non-
polar GaAs (110) surface models. (a) presents the nonpassivated slab
with both (110) surfaces relaxed, whereas dangling bonds on one
surface are passivated following the EC rule in (b).

apply. By comparing with the nonpassivated setup shown in
Fig. 4(a), it is seen that the passivation mechanism does not
essentially impact the obtained reference and vacuum levels.

B. Ps-H bond length and dipole correction

As the ps-H passivation mechanism is only responsible for
eliminating the macroscopic electric field across the slabs,
an artificial residual electric field may remain in the vacuum
region of the supercell without dipole correction [46] (see
Fig. S3 for details [49]). This is due to an artificial charge
distribution of the ps-H atoms on the passivated surface and its
long-range Coulombic interaction with the electronic states on
the other surface across the vacuum, which is also known as
the long-range interaction between the surface dipoles. Thus,
this residual field features a strong dependence on the length
of the ps-H bonds that passivate the surface and can be well
or at least partially quenched when a proper bond length is
chosen (see Table S1 for details [49]). However, the ps-H
bond length has little impact on the calculated �ε

GaAsan (111)
Vac−Ref,GaAs

if a proper dipole correction is applied (see Fig. S4 for details
[49]). The dipole correction makes optimizing the ps-H bond
length an optional procedure, although the passivating ps-H
atoms in this work, if possible, still adopt their optimized bond
lengths that quench the artificial residual electric fields. The
dipole correction thus eliminates very weak residual fields in
some cases, e.g., the negligible difference between Figs. 3(b)

and S5 [49]. All supercells have been dipole corrected in this
work unless additionally specified.

The ps-H bond-length dependence also provides indirect
evidence for the effect of the local dipole at the passivated
surface. The ps-H surface dipoles depend on not only the
charge transfer from/to the ps-H atoms but also their distances
from the passivated surface, whereas the ps-H atoms with the
desired valence charge following the EC rule are sufficient for
eliminating the macroscopic electric field in the slab region, as
indicated in Sec. II A. The varying artificial field reflects the
change in surface dipole so that a similar effect to the dipole
correction is achieved when the net dipole of the ps-H surface
region is tuned by optimizing the ps-H bond length.

C. Interface calculations with ps-H passivation
and natural band offsets

As discussed in Sec. II C, the transferable computational
setup to interfaces uses the ps-H/A/B stack so that the points
concluded in earlier sections still apply, i.e., the inhibition
of charge transfer from one surface to the other, the elimi-
nation of the macroscopic electric field, and the stabilization
of the vacuum level with respect to the ps-H bond length or
the dipole correction. Thus, the supercell that contains the
ps-H/A/B stack and a vacuum region enables calculations
with a particular focus on the Acat/Ban or Aan/Bcat interface.

FIG. 5. Electrostatic potentials plotted normal to the GaAs/AlAs
(111) interfaces. (a) and (b) represent the Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat con-
tacts, respectively, where GaAs is defined as phase A and AlAs as
phase B. Ga atoms are in blue, As atoms in purple, and Al in gray.
The passivation is applied to the As-t surfaces and pink spheres are
the ps-H atoms.
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FIG. 6. Effect of varied ILPs determined by comparing
�εPhase

Vac−Ref,X in the chosen ILP = X with �εPhase
Vac−Ref,Phase in its natural

ILP. The left panel represents the GaAs/InP (100) interfaces, and the
right panel represents the InP/InAs (100) interfaces. In each panel, a
pair of dashed (or dash-dotted) lines stand for opposite surface termi-
nations. Moreover, for a given ILP = X , two phases in the same color
in each panel form an interface of interest. Calculated band offset
values without the SOC effect are provided in their corresponding
colors.

From the example of A = GaAs and B = AlAs (0.1% in-plane
lattice mismatch) shown in Fig. 5, stabilized electrostatic po-
tential profiles are observed in the bulklike regions of A and
B, together with the vacuum regions. The difference between
the reference levels of the two phases is then obtained and
shows little dependence on the choice of the Acat/Ban or
Aan/Bcat contact in the case of the GaAs/AlAs (111) inter-
face. The calculated �εGaAs−AlAs

Ref,GaAs has a negligible deviation of
0.004 eV between the opposite contacts, which is comparable
to a common numerical error in this study when taking the
macroscopic average.

Nevertheless, when the lattice mismatch is large, its impact
increases so that size-induced errors arise by simply using
X = A. The GaAs/AlP (111) interface serves as a reasonable

FIG. 7. Effect of varied ILPs determined by comparing
�εPhase

Vac−Ref,X in the chosen ILP = X with �εPhase
Vac−Ref,Phase in its natural

ILP, which is plotted against the corresponding in-plane strain of
ILP = X . Calculated band offsets without the SOC effect are pro-
vided in their corresponding colors. Offsets in blue and purple are
for the GaAs/InP (100) interfaces; offsets in cyan are for the InP/InAs
(100) interfaces.

explanation for this. The (111) ILP of AlP is increased by
3.7% when calculating �ε

AlPcat (111)
Vac−Ref,GaAs so that the thickness

of the slab along its [111] direction drops accordingly, which
results in major rumpling reconstruction of the Al-t (111)
surface and, consequently, a shift of the surface states near
the band edges to deep states in the band gap. These changes
in electronic structure affect the surface band positions with
respect to the vacuum level. This brings about an error of
∼0.6 eV to the GaAsan/AlPcat (111) band offset. Since
the objective of computing �ε

AlPcat (111)
Vac−Ref,X − �ε

AlPcat (111)
Vac−Ref,AlP is to

TABLE II. Natural valence-band offsets calculated for the heterointerfaces of interest. Offsets are defined as A−B so that a positive offset
indicates a higher VBM of A than that of B. Corresponding experimental offsets of the same orientations are provided if available. Following
the definition in Sec. II C, Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat denote two opposite interfaces. Calculated offsets are corrected according to the SOC effect
[18], which increases the VBMs by 0.02, 0.03, 0.00, 0.11, 0.12, and 0.12 eV for AlP, GaP, InP, AlAs, GaAs, and InAs, respectively. Uncorrected
offsets are shown in the parentheses.

Calculated �εA−B,nat
VBM (eV)

Interface A/B Mismatch (%) ILP = X Acat/Ban Aan/Bcat Experimental offsets (eV)

GaP/AlP (111) −0.2 A 0.57 (0.56) 0.58 (0.57)
GaP/AlP (100) −0.2 A 0.58 (0.57) 0.60 (0.59) 0.57a

GaAs/AlAs (111) −0.1 A 0.49 (0.48) 0.56 (0.55)
GaAs/AlAs (100) −0.1 A 0.54 (0.53) 0.56 (0.55) 0.55, 0.45b

GaAs/AlP (111) 3.7 (A+B)/2 1.16 (1.06) 1.09 (0.99)
GaAs/InP (100) −4.0 (A+B)/2 0.28 (0.16) 0.32 (0.20) 0.19c

InP/InAs (100) −3.4 (A+B)/2 −0.50 (−0.38) −0.35 (−0.23) −0.31d

aExperimental VBM offset for the GaP/AlP/GaP (100) stack from Ref. [72].
bExperimental VBM offset for AlAs on GaAs (100) from Refs. [73,74].
cExperimental VBM offset for GaAs/InP (100) from Ref. [75].
dExperimental VBM offset for InP/InAs (100) from Ref. [75].
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include the effects of the IP and EA changes with respect to
the ILP, a significant surface reconstruction is undesirable.
Therefore, a considerable change in ILP should be avoided
in such calculations so that X = (A + B)/2 becomes more
applicable to interfaces with a large mismatch.

As the effect of a significant ILP change is not necessar-
ily as obvious as that in the GaAs/AlP (111) case with the
significant rumpling at the Al-t (111) surface, more quanti-
tative evidence can be found by investigating the GaAs/InP
(100) and InP/InAs (100) interfaces. In each case, the ef-
fect of the varied ILPs is included by using the expression
�εPhase

Vac−Ref,X − �εPhase
Vac−Ref,Phase, in which Phase = A or B, and

is compared between X = A and X = (A + B)/2 in Fig. 6.
Both terminations of a given phase are represented by a
pair of dashed or dash-dotted lines in each panel of Fig. 6,
whereas the constituent surfaces of an interface are indicated
by the same color with respect to a certain ILP = X . For
example, the GaAscat/InPan (100) interface is indicated by
the blue circles in the left panel of Fig. 6, and the obtained
band offset significantly depends on the difference between
these two circles of the same ILP = X . Thus, the impact
of a significant change in ILP results in possible errors of
∼0.3 eV and should be avoided. The mechanism behind this
can be roughly elucidated using Fig. 7, in which a linear
relationship between �εPhase

Vac−Ref,X − �εPhase
Vac−Ref,Phase and the

corresponding in-plane strain of ILP = X is found. This linear
relationship well applies to in-plane strains smaller than ±2%,
while some results of larger strains clearly deviate from it. Al-
though such a relationship does not provide a rigorous picture
of the impact of the in-plane strain, it can be observed that
offset values deviating from this linear relationship are likely
to include relatively large errors. Thus, a surface unnecessarily
strained biaxially adds to the complexity of the IP or EA
analysis and is not desired for the natural band offset.

The VBM offsets for various interfaces are summarized in
Table II and compared with their corresponding experimental
results. These VBM offsets are also plotted with their corre-
sponding CBM offsets in Fig. 8. In particular, the band offsets
obtained using X = (A + B)/2 are shown for the GaAs/AlP
(111), GaAs/InP (100), and InP/InAs (100) interfaces. In
general, the experimental offsets are available for the (100)
interfaces, which are very well reproduced by the band offset
calculations proposed in this work.

Note that when the two constituent phases share a com-
mon cation or anion and extend semi-infinitely normal to
the interfaces, the Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat (100) interfaces ide-
ally represent the same interface, which applies to GaP/AlP,
GaAs/AlAs, and InP/InAs in Table II. Thus, band offsets
independent of the Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat terminations are
expected. In practical calculations using the slab models, such
(100) interfaces have the same interfacial composition relative
to the ion in common, but the Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat models in-
clude different surface and interfacial dipole contributions due
to the opposite slab terminations. Thus, the proposed method
in this article practically treats the Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat

terminations as different interfaces. However, as the calcu-
lated VBM offsets show little dependence on the interfacial
configuration of Acat/Ban or Aan/Bcat in Table II, which agrees
well with the discussed ideal interface, it can be concluded

FIG. 8. Natural VBM and CBM offsets for various (111) and
(100) interfaces. The upper edges of bars in dark cyan are aligned
VBMs and the lower edges of the lighter ones are aligned CBMs.
In each subplot, offsets are obtained with respect to the reference
phases, whose VBMs are set to zero. These references are GaAs
(111), GaAs (100), GaP (111), GaP (100), and InP (100), respec-
tively. Subplots in (a) are for the Acat/Ban interfaces, whereas the
Aan/Bcat interfaces are given in (b). Relative VBM and CBM values
are provided in corresponding bars. Relative VBMs obtained experi-
mentally [72–75] are plotted as empty bars outlined by dashed lines
in black.

that the surface and interfacial dipole contributions are rea-
sonably treated in both models.

The Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat (111) interfaces of a common
cation or anion are geometrically different by nature. How-
ever, since the interplanar electronic dipole compensation
between the (111) planes is equivalent to that between the
(100) planes in the ideal ZB crystals, the VBM offsets for
such Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat configurations are also close to
each other regardless of the geometrical difference.

On the contrary, the Acat/Ban and Aan/Bcat configura-
tions are different in the local chemical composition at
the GaAs/InP (100) and GaAs/AlP (111) interfaces. The
VBM offsets yet show little interfacial configuration depen-
dence. This is due to the similarities in atomic structure and
interfacial chemistry (valence) that contribute to a highly co-
herent heterojunction. Such coherency is particularly reflected
in the interfacial electronic structure, in which the surface
electronic states observed for the investigated polar surfaces
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FIG. 9. Layer-resolved DOS plots of the ps-H/A/B (100) interface slabs with ILPs of X = (A + B)/2: (a) GaAscat/InPan, (b) GaAsan/InPcat,
(c) InPcat/InAsan, and (d) InPan/InAscat interfaces. Each subplot contains the DOS of a (100) bilayer (or a ps-H layer), where the vertical axis
covers 0 to 1/(eV bilayer) or 1/(eV ps-H layer). Black, red, and blue curves represent s, p, and d states, respectively. Each energy zero is set to
the corresponding Fermi level.

well compensate each other when an interface is formed. It
can be seen in Fig. 9 that the ps-H/A/B interface models
exhibit comparable surface states to the corresponding surface
models of phase B, but such states disappear near the interface
regions. This behavior can be attributed to the formation of
interfacial chemical bonding that obeys the EC rule. It should
be emphasized here that whether such nearly complete interfa-
cial chemical bonding is formed or not significantly depends
on the constituent phases of an interface. Investigating less-
coherent interfaces with more complex interfacial chemistry
and the effect of uncompensated interfacial electronic states
together with their associated interfacial dipole contribution
should constitute an interesting topic for future study.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A strategy to tackle the derivation of the band align-
ment between polar surfaces and the band offset at a polar

interface has been discussed in this work. The proposed
method uses ps-H passivation to quench the macroscopic elec-
tric field that usually hinders the adoption of commonly used
computational setups for band offset calculations. The ps-H
passivation mimics a semi-infinite bulk system and prevents
the charge transfer due to the presence of dangling bonds
on polar surfaces. The passivation stabilizes the electrostatic
potential profiles normal to the polar surfaces or interfaces and
makes first-principles modeling applicable to the evaluation of
band offsets at polar interfaces taking into consideration the
interfacial dipole contributions.

The effects of ps-H passivation have been evaluated in
significant detail. They are localized on the passivated surface
and have a nearly negligible impact on the reference level
of the target surface and the vacuum level. The stabilization
of the vacuum electrostatic potential is controlled differently
from that in the bulklike region, as the latter depends on
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the choice of ps-H atoms with a proper number of valence
electrons, whereas the former needs to be enhanced by varying
the ps-H bond length or by dipole correction. Several pro-
totypical interfaces made of the (100) or (111) surfaces of
group III-V ZB semiconductors have been considered in this
paper. The proposed method generally well reproduces the
VBM offsets experimentally obtained. However, the ILP of
the interface model should be carefully chosen when A and B
feature a large lattice mismatch, to avoid an undesirably large
in-plane strain that impacts the surface results used to esti-
mate the ILP relaxation effect. The calculated interfacial band
offsets in this study show little dependence on the Acat/Ban

or Aan/Bcat interfacial configuration, each with an opposite
polar slab termination to the other, which is attributed to the

well-compensated electronic states across the formed inter-
faces. As such compensation does not apply to all interfaces,
particularly for those composed of structurally and chemically
dissimilar materials and those with polarization mismatches
induced by spontaneous polarization, the impact of the re-
maining interfacial states strongly depends on the system of
interest and should be investigated separately in the future.
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FIG. S1. Schematics of the EC rule and the passivation of ZB polar surfaces using ps-H atoms: 

(a) passivating the (100) anion-t surface, (b) passivating the (100) cation-t surface, (c) 

passivating the (111) anion-t surface, and (d) passivating the (111) cation-t surface. The 

saturated bonds are represented by wide rectangles, while the dangling and passivated bonds 

are narrow rectangles. The circles in gray are ps-H atoms. Each circle represents a plane of 

corresponding ions/atoms that bi-axially extends parallel with the surface of interest. 
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FIG. S2. Layer-resolved DOS plots of the ps-H passivated GaAs (111) surface models. Plot (a) 

is the DOS of the Ga-t surface model, and (b) is that of the As-t surface model. In both plots, 

each panel includes the DOS of a (111) bilayer (or a ps-H layer), where the vertical axis covers 

from 0 to 1/(eV bilayer) or 1/(eV ps-H layer). In the bilayer-resolved DOS, the black, red, and 

blue curves represent the s-, p-, and d-states, respectively. The energy zero is set at the Fermi 

level.  
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FIG. S3. (a) The electrostatic potential along the [111] direction of the GaAs (111) surface 

model. The convergence is only observed for the slab region while an artificial residual field 

exits in the vacuum as the dipole correction is turned off. (b) The residual fields for various 

(111) surfaces quenched by optimizing the ps-H bond length. The residual field is measured as 

the difference between the maximum and the minimum of the sloped electrostatic potential of 

the vacuum region.  
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FIG. S4. Electrostatic potentials plotted along the [111] direction of the GaAs (111) surface 

models with the Ga-t surface passivated by H1.25. Both include the dipole correction but without 

using the optimized H1.25 bond length. Electrostatic potentials are shown for longer and shorter 

H1.25 bonds than the optimized distance in (a) and (b), respectively.   
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FIG. S5. Electrostatic potentials plotted along the [111] direction of the GaAs (111) surface 

models with the Ga-t surface passivated by H1.25. The dipole correction is not included but a 

very similar result to those in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. S4(b) is obtained since H1.25 atoms adopt the 

optimized bond length. 
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TABLE S1. Optimized ps-H bond lengths for all passivated surfaces in their natural ILPs and 

their corresponding residual potential differences.  

Passivated surface Ps-H bonds Bond length (Å) Residual (eV) 

GaP (111) P-t P-H0.75 0.937 6.4E-2 

GaP (111) Ga-t Ga-H1.25 1.767 1.5E-4 

GaP (100) P-t P-H0.75 1.272 4.7E-1 

GaP (100) Ga-t Ga-H1.25 1.591 1.1E-2 

AlP (111) P-t P-H0.75 1.769 5.2E-4 

AlP (111) Al-t Al-H1.25 1.680 1.5E-4 

AlP (100) P-t P-H0.75 1.236 5.6E-1 

AlP (100) Al-t Al-H1.25 1.489 7.4E-3 

GaAs (111) As-t As-H0.75 1.475 9.7E-4 

GaAs (111) Ga-t Ga-H1.25 1.800 5.2E-4 

GaAs (100) As-t As-H0.75 1.423 3.9E-1 

GaAs (100) Ga-t Ga-H1.25 1.601 1.9E-3 

AlAs (111) As-t As-H0.75 1.607 3.3E-4 

AlAs (111) Al-t Al-H1.25 1.717 6.2E-4 

AlAs (100) As-t As-H0.75 1.374 4.9E-1 

AlAs (100) Al-t Al-H1.25 1.514 5.8E-3 

InP (100) P-t P-H0.75 1.373 3.2E-2 

InP (100) In-t In-H1.25 1.691 9.3E-5 

InAs (100) As-t As-H0.75 1.373 5.3E-4 

InAs (100) In-t In-H1.25 1.667 6.1E-4 

 


